Equity Compensation Services
Equity programs designed to help plan sponsors
and participants succeed.
LEARN MORE

Transforming shareowner services
EQ provides creative solutions for shareowner management.
A range of transfer agent services enable clients to manage share
registers, communicate with shareowners and undertake significant
corporate actions – simply and effectively.
EQ was founded with a commitment to quality service and relationships.
That commitment has remained consistent as today, after more than 90 years,
we still serve many of our original clients and their shareholders.
EQ proudly provides clients with a single-source solution to consolidate
relationships between transfer agent and equity compensation services,
and eliminate extra reconciliation.

Visit equiniti.com/us/equity-welcome to request a demo or learn more
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Take exceptional care of your most valuable assets –
your participants
Administration and executive services for all types of equity compensation services
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Restricted stock
awards/units

Performance
awards/units

Incentive and
non-qualified
stock options

Stock appreciation
rights

Employee stock
purchase plans

EQ’s equity awards program is managed by a highly tenured team of plan administrators, allowing you to move from a role
dedicated to audit and control.
The dedicated team will become an extension of your team, helping to navigate the complexities of equity compensation
and ensuring your company stays ahead of regulatory changes.
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Create an ESPP option to differentiate your company
Employee stock purchase plans (ESPP) provide a low-cost opportunity for a broad base of
participants to own a stake in your company and become some of your most loyal investors.
Standard plan types

423b ESPP tax-qualified

S-3 ESPP non tax-qualified

Multi-functional plan with payroll

Customized plans
EQ can help design a custom ESPP plan based on your company’s size and goals. Your company can then feature the ESPP plan
as a key differentiator within your talent recruitment and retention.
Visit equiniti.com/us/equity-welcome to learn more
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The world’s leading equity platform
Our cloud-based platform is highly personalized
and configurable to align with your corporate brand.
Gain access to real-time data about your participants.
Multi-factor authentication and single
sign-on capabilities
Complex tax calculations
Grant acceptance, plan enrollment, vesting
and restriction management
Highly flexible communication center
Share price and exchange rate feeds
Dynamic import and export formats
*Screens are for illustrative purposes only
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The EQ platform has an
extensive range of plan
rules to accommodate
virtually any type of
equity compensation program.

Business Intelligence like never before
Take your reports to the next level with ease. Our Business Intelligence (BI)
analytics and reporting tools enable companies to make informed strategic
decisions, improving operational efficiency and business productivity
through visual data.
1

Collect unstructured live data and drill down

2

Conduct pre-designed or custom queries

3

Present organized data in descriptive formats

4

View graphics and dynamically change the layout,
presentation or dataset

5

Interact with thematically organized dashboards

6

Refresh live data with industry-leading data refresh speeds

7

Export image or CSV data for use in other applications
*Screen is for illustrative purposes only
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Participants see an extension of your company’s employee
benefits and compensation program
Participants experience a secure site with multi-factor authentication to safeguard their accounts
and see one seamless account for their stock awards and company stock holdings.
Customization

Company logo

Company colors

Company terminology

Company fonts

Company FAQs

Participant access includes:
Custom content

Transaction window tracking

How-to-guides

Equity holdings information

Related plan documentation

EQ service desk team support
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An opportunity to save up to 50% in year one
We know that pricing matters. Because pricing can be a factor, we introduced the EQ CARES
pricing option, which allows plan sponsors to save up to 50% in contract pricing within the first
year while providing participants an improved EQ equity services experience.
Example year one outsourced full-service administration contract value*
Participants

Example Standard Pricing

Example EQ Cares Pricing

101-250

$31,990

$15,995

*Note: Year one pricing shown above is to be used for example purposes only. Each outsourced, full-service administration service
(also known as stock plan services) contract is structured based on actual participant quantities.

Visit equiniti.com/us/equity-welcome to request pricing or learn more
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There is equity in relationships
Equity services become more helpful when the right people provide them.
With an average of 20+ years’ experience in the industry, our team is passionate about delivering world-class service
to our clients and their participants. This dedication is reflected in our strategy, culture and key performance indicators.
Meeting and exceeding customer needs is at the core of everything we do.

Emily Ryan
10 years of experience

Jim Wulforst
21 years of experience

Stephanie Ceglia
20 years of experience

Visit equiniti.com/us/equity-welcome to meet our team and learn more
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Taking care of plan sponsors and their
participants is in our DNA
When you choose EQ, you get:
Experience from the U.S. team of experts boasting 20+ years of equity experience and backed by
Equiniti Group plc, the largest registrar (or transfer agent equivalent) in the U.K.
Global scale delivered through technology and team members located within multiple jurisdictions.
Superior platform with strategic components for both administers and the participants, making it the world’s
leading equity compensation services platform.
Enhanced business intelligence designed to help administrators extract real-time data that can be transformed
into actionable information.
Consultative approach provided by a team who understands plan sponsor and participant challenges and
provides solutions backed by industry experience.
Single-source solution to consolidate relationships between transfer agent and equity compensation services,
eliminating the need for extra reconciliation.
Partnership that goes beyond making a sale and extends into ensuring we continuously provide the right solutions
to meet your company’s and participants’ needs. We measure these partnerships through proven results.
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